Benefits of multi-factor authentication

aptiQ™ smart cards utilize encrypted technology to offer the highest in credential security. Using an aptiQ multi-technology reader with keypad to implement multi-factor authentication can offer even more security by requiring both a card and PIN before anyone enters a restricted area.

High security areas like laboratories, records offices and server equipment rooms typically have a limited number of users, but require a very high level of security to protect private, dangerous or expensive materials, goods or information.

Featured products
1. aptiQ MTMSK15 multi-technology reader
2. aptiQ smart cards
3. Von Duprin 6211 electric strike (not shown)
4. Schlage RX mortise lever lock
5. Schlage PS902 power supply (not shown)

Ideal for
- Research laboratories
- Biohazard areas
- Pharmaceutical areas
- Data centers